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Message from the President of SEASOFT SCUBA
I can still remember buying my first drysuit. The dive store has been out of
business for decades but after almost 35 years I could still drive you to the old
decrepit strip mall and point out where it was. It is still fresh in my memory. The
owner of the store was named Jim and he was a big guy with a bushy beard and
that first leaky drysuit was $1,332. That is $3,054.00 in 2017 dollars and we
complain about the cost of dive gear!
I still remember giggling like a schoolgirl on my first dive. No cold water down my neck, no wetsuit cutting off my
circulation, no shivering after the dive, AND the second dive – still giggling!
Drysuit diving changed my diving, my lifestyle, my world and ultimately my life’s journey. Without that drysuit I
probably wouldn’t have kept diving – it was Canada after all.
But I was so toasty that on weekends it was usually 3 dives each
day and I would occasionally hit the water on weekdays before
work or maybe even skip work. No one can reach you down there!
It is still a spellbinding and compelling place to be and in a drysuit
it is a warm, DRY, comfortable and magical place.
If it wasn’t for that first drysuit I would probably still be working for
one of the FORTUNE 500 companies I was so busy representing.
Wearing a suit every day, picking out the right tie, making sure I did,
said and thought the right things.
I met the love of my life, Noreen, diving – thank you drysuit!
I have met countless incredible people who will always be my
friends for life.
I have over 6,000 of dives all over the world with sharks, dolphins,
wolf eels, GPO’s, mantas and thousands of species of ocean
dwelling creatures that God felt inspired to create for our
enjoyment. 5,000 of those have been in drysuits.

“Bruce diving as a guest in the BIG kelp exhibit in the
AQUARIUM of the PACIFIC, Long Beach, CA,
Photo by Paul Dimeo” (recent picture)

Maybe you won’t be as fortunate and blessed as I have been but who knows. I have heard hundreds of wonderful
stories from people whose eyes were alive with the wonder of nature. Men and women of all ages who enjoyed diving
without being cold, without shivering, without regret – people who probably giggled just a little bit.
8294 28th CT NE
Safe diving,

Bruce Justinen
President
SEASOFT SCUBA

SUITE 600
Olympia, WA 98516
Tele: (253) 939-5510
FAX: (253) 939-2129
Web: www.seasoftscuba.com
Email: info@seasoftscuba.com
Layout and design: Erica Sanders
Photography: Erica Sanders and Brad Justinen
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The RIGHT Drysuit for YOU?
By Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA.
I bought my first drysuit in February, 1985. It was a 7
mm FITZWRIGHT™ neoprene drysuit made in Canada
by the company that would become BARE™. I loved
that suit, and put more than 500 dives on it in the first
2 years. It leaked, but all neoprene drysuits leaked
back then. We smeared AQUASEAL™ all over our suits
in a losing battle to keep the ocean out. I went through
a couple more neoprene suits in those early years
trying to stay dry.
In the late 80’s the first Tri-laminate shell suits were
being introduced and I was
asked by one of the
manufacturers to test dive
one of these new suits. For
several years I tested multiple
shell suits looking for the
perfect one. In more than a
thousand dives I have no fond
memories with their big
wrinkles, big air movement
and always being cold.

I discovered that neoprene drysuit adhesives had
been developed that could make drysuits dry forever,
something that didn’t exist years before.
Why are neoprene drysuits better? They have:
1. Built in thermal protection. They are inherently
warmer; no one can argue this point.
2. Far less hydro drag than shell suits. You will use far
less air and energy diving a neoprene drysuit. In
other words, you will have more bottom time.
3. Far less migration of air.
Neoprene suits stretch, shell
suits don’t; this means a
shell drysuit needs to be
made much larger than its
owner. This makes air
migration a major problem.
If a shell suit diver adds
even a modest amount
of air to their suit it will
move as one large “bubble”
of air making buoyancy
control difficult. Logic will
tell you which suit is going
to have a problem. With
air migration, the drysuit
that stretches, that fits
like a wetsuit or the big,
loose, telescoping, and nonstretchable drysuit?

During those early years my
girlfriend, a great diver, bought
a vulcanized rubber suit. She
wanted to love it, it cost a
fortune back then, but it was
incredibly difficult to get into.
She would often hurt herself
Bruce in one of those early shell drysuits, Cates Park, British
putting it on, and her range of
Columbia in late 1980’s
motion was limited. The only useful purpose
we could imagine for a suit like this was diving a
Does this matter? It does, because most shell drysuit
cesspool of chemicals, and she regretted buying it.
divers dive with a squeeze.
Around 1994, another company offered me a 5 mm
A diver feels a “squeeze” when they dive with very little
neoprene drysuit with Titanium. I will never forget!
air inside their drysuit. As they descend the external
I was warm, fast and it was easy to dive! I have stayed
pressure increases (Boyle’s Law) and they feel a
with neoprene drysuits to this day unless I was testing
“squeeze” to their body as the air volume inside the
another type. Neoprene drysuits are simply better.
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suit decreases. This squeeze is made tolerable by the
thick undergarments shell suit divers use. These divers
often believe this is a normal part of diving. The diver
and their thick undergarment are under duress the
entire dive and they often admit that, despite the thick
undergarment, they are cold much of the time.
In a neoprene drysuit, it is the air inside the suit that
creates warmth; just like the air
inside the insulation in your
attic that creates the warmth
in your house. Without this
layer of air both would get cold.
The question you are probably
asking right now, and the one
I get asked all the time in my
DRYSUIT SEMINARS, is this:
“Why are all these people
buying shell drysuits? Are
they crazy?”

you to consider other options so you can at least make
the better choice. If you only have one choice – it is not
a choice, is it?
There is one argument that some of these divers make
to justify their choice of an uncomfortable, hard to dive
drysuit. They say with pride “I only dive with
lbs. of
lead, and you neoprene drysuit divers need much more.”
They are right of course. If you
are diving in a squeeze
where there is virtually no
air in your drysuit then yes,
you need far less lead to
get you to neutral buoyancy.
But ask yourself this question,
are you willing to carry more
weight to:
1. Be warmer and more
comfortable on every dive?

2. Have more bottom time
Here is the simple answer –
because you are using less
it’s usually because shell suits
energy?
Bruce diving an early neoprene drysuit (notice the valve
are all they know! In certain
placement) in 1985 or 1986 in Bedwell Bay, British Columbia,
3. Dive with easier to control
parts of the country or in many,
Photo by Shirley Kaban
buoyancy?
many dive stores, they’ve never even seen a neoprene
drysuit because they are blindly loyal to shell suits.
4. Have far less hydro drag, thus be naturally faster?
I often go into a dive store and find they recommend a
Now, I know that many will read the above and
certain leading drysuit. I’ll ask around the store “Have
discount it and find a way to discredit these arguments,
any of you tried a different drysuit?” The answer is
but, it is the truth. SEASOFT SCUBA could easily make
no. Do they stock any other drysuit? Again, no. Yet,
shell drysuits. They are actually inexpensive to make
divers are going to walk into this dive store and expect
which is maybe why there are so many of them. So why
a knowledgeable, balanced recommendation and they
don’t we?
won’t get one. So if this store is not necessarily selling
We don’t believe in them. I spent years diving them, I
the best product, their customers will never know.
am very familiar with them and I know how superior
For those of you reading this who may be offended…
neoprene suits are in most applications. I invite you to
no one is trying to do so. But let logic and reason lead
discover it for yourself.
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THE SEASOFT DRYSUIT PATTERN

SEASOFT DRYSUITS - The Drysuits Divers Covet

The first SEASOFT Drysuits were manufactured almost
two decades ago. From the beginning, Bruce Justinen,
the designer of SEASOFT Drysuits, asked, “If I was only
making one drysuit, and that drysuit was for me, how
would I make it?”

For nearly two decades SEASOFT Drysuits have been
considered the best neoprene drysuits. That’s because
every SEASOFT Drysuit is hand cut – one at a time! Then
each component is hand glued, using the dive industry’s
most advanced glues. Putting a drysuit together is as
much art as it is science; here is how it is done.

How would you make your drysuit? Would you cut
corners? Would you try to save a few pennies here or
there or would you want the best technology and the
finest materials?
Here is how we make a drysuit, we cut the front
and back of all SEASOFT Drysuits out of one piece of
neoprene – no seam in the crotch. Would you put a
seam in the crotch of your drysuit by cutting two pieces
of neoprene to save money? NO? We don’t either!
SEASOFT puts “raglan sleeves” on all its drysuits; this
sleeve is wider where it attaches to the drysuit torso.
This wide sleeve:
1. Makes it extremely easy to don and doff.
2. Eliminates leaks under the arms; the seams are no
longer under pressure when you move your arms.
3. Gives the diver extraordinary freedom of
movement.
4. Acts like a funnel and allows all the air to move to
the exhaust valve mounted on the upper forearm.
This banishes air approximately five times faster
than a shoulder-mounted exhaust valve for fast,
efficient release of air.
5. Lets a new drysuit diver learn buoyancy control in
minutes. Even a diehard user of a shoulder
mounted dump valve will quickly realize how
superior it is.
SEASOFT Drysuits are made with up to 60% fewer
seams than other drysuits; fewer seams means a
longer, drier life for you and your drysuit.
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When you cut neoprene, you can see that you have cut
through tiny air bubbles
on the cut edge; there
are actually millions of
them. When you craft a
drysuit, the first thing that
must be done is to block
these bubbles as potential
sources of a seam leak.
Special glue must be
applied to the edges
of the neoprene to
cover the bubbles and
allow for the two edges
to eventually be glued together. This process is referred
to as a “build up”. When this first layer of glue dries,
a second layer of glue is applied. After this layer dries
a third layer of drysuit glue is applied. At just the right
moment of tackiness, when both sides are at the
right consistency, they are joined together to create a
waterproof seal that will bond them together for life.
The outer seams are reinforced by “blind stitching”
them. Unlike a typical sewing machine that utilizes a
needle moving up and down, blindstitching is done with
a special machine that actually stitches sideways across
the fabric pulling the two seams together.
Next, each section of the drysuit is turned inside out and
the seams are coated with a special “wet” glue that

2. Ti-ZIP SUPERSEAL™ – Ti-ZIP SUPERSEAL™ drysuit
zipper, manufactured by a German company, allows
a diver to:
A. Have the zipper along the back.
penetrates the fabric creating another waterproof
barrier as well as reinforcing the seams. After drying, a
thicker glue is applied to this first layer to reinforce the
seams again. A third layer is applied to give the seams
their final reinforcement to create a lifetime of dryness.
While the sections were being assembled, the following
were installed:
• STRETCHTEX™ wrist seals • SHARKSKIN™ Kneepads
• STRETCHTEX™ neck seal • SEASOFT Suspender System
• STEALTH™ boots
• Si-Tech Valves
• YKK™ or Ti Zip SUPERSEAL™ waterproof zipper
The drysuit sections are then pieced together to make
the final suit. The gluing and reinforcing processes are
then repeated for these seams. You can see the hours
that go into making a hand crafted SEASOFT suit dry and
comfortable.

SEASOFT DRYSUIT ZIPPERS
SEASOFT uses either YKK™ brass zippers or the Ti-ZIP
SUPERSEAL™ dry zipper for their drysuits.
1. YKK™ Brass Zippers – YKK™ has been around for a
long time and they are almost synonymous for
“zipper”. YKK™ brass zippers have long been the
standard for commercial drysuits.

B. Have a lighter and more flexible zipper than
a traditional brass one.
C. Easily zip and unzip yourself in and out of
your drysuit.
This last one is unique because being able to don and
doff your own drysuit in a matter of seconds is not only
convenient but can be crucial in an emergency, hot
weather, when you have to “go”, and other situations.

STRETCHTEX™ Wrist and Neck Seals
STRETCHTEX™ is a special 3.5 mm neoprene used by
SEASOFT for its neck and wrist seals. Why are these
seals superior to latex? They’re:
1. Warmer. Latex has no thermal protection while
STRETCHTEX™ has 3.5 mm of warmth built in.
2. More reliable and economical. Latex easily tears.
STRETCHTEX™ has a nylon backing so it can easily
be repaired, even in the field, and they typically lasts
for years vs. latex that is often repeatedly replaced.
3. Much more comfortable. Latex relies on
constriction to keep the diver dry. STRETCHTEX™
relies on the air inside the folded neoprene trying to
escape, this creates a firm but gentle pressure
against the diver’s neck and wrist to create a
watertight seal.

YKK™ Brass Zipper

Ti-ZIP SUPERSEAL™ Zipper
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SEASOFT Suspenders

SHARKSKIN™ Kneepads

SEASOFT has one of the most comfortable and
functional suspender systems. SEASOFT attaches 4 tabs
to the inside of the suit. The fully adjustable suspender
system attaches to the tabs with 4 flat side release
buckles so it can be removed if desired. The system
is mounted high so that when the top is released and
hangs down the arms do not contact the ground. As
usual, all the little details are well thought out.

The SHARKSKIN™ Kneepads may be the best in the dive
business. This super tough, abrasion resistant material is
already molded to a neoprene backing so it does not require
the extra padding that others add to their suits. This takes two
layers down to one reducing the chances of a kneepad failure.

STEALTH™ BOOTIES
SEASOFT is famous as the only company that makes
wetsuit booties that are fully athletic with an elevated
heel and built in orthotics. SEASOFT has brought this
same technology to its drysuits. SEASOFT developed a
drysuit version of its STEALTH™ Booties.
You will be diving with at least a hundred pounds of
gear while wearing your drysuit. “Should you be diving
with athletic footwear or a bedroom slipper?” The
obvious answer is athletic footwear. SEASOFT makes
the ONLY athletic drysuit bootie because details matter.

SI-TECH™ VALVES
Si-Tech™ drysuit valves from Sweden are
internationally accepted as the leading manufacturer
of valves for drysuits; we use them because they are
the best.

SEASOFT ALASKA™ Undergarment
We’ve been diving drysuits for a long time now and
we make the perfect undergarment to wear with our
SEASOFT Drysuits. The ALASKA™ Undergarment is a
perfect combination of comfort, added warmth and
performance that is engineered to make your dives warm
and comfortable. We use an 18 oz. long fiber
fleece that wicks moisture
away from your body to
keep you warm and dry.
In addition, the
ALASKA™ has:
• A high collar; protects
your neck.
• A two-way zipper.
• Two deep pockets.
• A gathered waist;
prevents drysuit “creep”.
• 1” stirrups for long
lasting wear.
• Comfortable, stretchable
wrist cuffs; NO cheap
thumb rings.
The ALASKA™ Undergarment
is designed to work with
your suit to make diving
what it should be – warm,
dry and fun. Makes you
look good while doing it!
Important: SEASOFT has incredible deals on ALASKA™ Undergarment,
Hood and Ankle Weight PACKAGES. Must be on the same invoice as the
drysuit. See your SEASOFT Authorized Dealer or www.seasoftscuba.
com for more details.
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The SEASOFT XV-4™ Drysuit
Much has been written over the years about SEASOFT’s
incredibly comfortable, technologically advanced
drysuit, the SEASOFT XV-4™.
SCUBALABS said this: “BOTTOM LINE: The TESTER’s
CHOICE in neoprene suits, the XV-4™ is unsurpassed in
comfort and warmth in and out of the water.”
SCUBA GEAR REPORTS said, “Overall, the XV-4™ is one of
the most comfortable drysuits we have ever tested.”
The SEASOFT XV-4™ is the perfect instructor’s suit when
you want to be warm and comfortable and will be in
your suit for hours. It is also perfect for that new diver
who simply wants to experience the underwater world in
absolute comfort, warmth and efficiency.
Here is what one of our customers said, “I have been
diving for a long time and my new XV-4™ makes me feel
like my drysuit is part of me – not a suit I put on. I forget I
have it on!” Bill, Alaska.
The SEASOFT XV-4™ is a new type of fabric-coated
neoprene similar to the swimwear used by Olympic
swimmers. It has an exterior weave of tightly woven
nylon threads that makes it very abrasion resistant
with very little hydro drag. The SEASOFT XV-4™’s
technologically advanced exterior dries very quickly and
it has an incredible amount of stretch. This neoprene is
semi-compressed and is rated to 180 feet (55 meters)
in water temperatures of 550F to 750F. It is assisted
in staying this warm due to the use of two layers of
SEASOFT’s TITANIUM FLAKE FOIL™. Below 550F a diver
will want to use the ALASKA™ Undergarment.
The SEASOFT XV-4™ is truly a drysuit for any diver to
covet, enjoy and dive year after year.
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The SEASOFT Ti 3000™ and SEASOFT Ti 5000™ Drysuits
Many divers consider the SEASOFT Ti 3000™ and SEASOFT
Ti 5000™ Drysuits to be SEASOFT’s best drysuits. If you need
a really warm, compressed neoprene drysuit that can take
anything you can throw at it and a drysuit you can dive with a
re-breather to deeper depths, then the SEASOFT Ti 3000™ and
SEASOFT Ti 5000™ Drysuits are what you want.
Here is why their owners love them; they are:
1. Made of 3.5 mm (Ti 3000™) or 5 mm (Ti 5000™) compressed
neoprene. True compressed neoprene is “chemically
compressed” which means that the air cells “shrink” as
the neoprene cools when it is manufactured. This causes the
membrane walls around the air cells to be “thicker” or
stronger. These reinforced air cell walls are now more
resistant to the external forces of pressure and less likely to
compress as much as regular neoprene under that pressure.
Due to this resistance to compression the SEASOFT Ti 3000™
and SEASOFT Ti 5000™ can be safely dove to greater depths.
They are rated to a depth of 350 feet (107 meters), which
makes them advantageous for re-breather divers who are
trained and certified to dive to these depths.
2. Manufactured with an external surface of DINA-HIDE™, a very
tough, abrasion-resistant mix of tightly woven polyester and
nylon. This 1.5 mm material adds an extra layer of insulation
to your drysuit. This extra-tough material makes these
drysuits well suited to shipwreck and cave diving because
they can stand up to the constant abrasion and abuse this
type of diving delivers.
3. Warm! Very, very warm! Here is the phrase we hear over
and over again, especially in describing the SEASOFT Ti
5000™; “This is the first time I have ever been warm diving!”
We hear this because with the combination of compressed
neoprene, the TITANIUM FLAKE FOIL™ Technology, and the
DINA-HIDE™, the SEASOFT Ti 3000™ and SEASOFT Ti 5000™
are the warmest drysuits available anywhere.
If you want the warmest, toughest, “dives the deepest” drysuit
then these drysuits may be the perfect for you!

SEASOFT Ti 5000™
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The SEASOFT TX3™ and SEASOFT TX™ Drysuits
These award winning drysuits are our best-selling suits for
good reason: they have all the warmth and performance
you expect in a SEASOFT drysuit yet they are extremely
affordable.
The SEASOFT TX3™ is our 3.5 mm high quality neoprene
drysuit and the SEASOFT TX™ is 4.5 mm thick for extra
warmth.

SEASOFT TX3™

Both of these drysuits are incredibly easy to don and
doff. They move through the water effortlessly with their
low profiles. The SEASOFT TX3™ and SEASOFT TX™ have
extraordinary stretch and freedom of movement and they
make diving a more enjoyable experience.
One of our customers emailed us, “I used to fight with my
drysuit the entire dive, my new TX3™ makes me forget I even
have a drysuit on. Thank you for making such a great suit.”
SEASOFT TX™

You can dive knowing you have one of the best drysuits in
the world yet you know that so many others, with lesser
suits, paid way more than you did.
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The SEASOFT BLUE DIAMOND™
COMMERCIAL DRYSUITS
BLUE DIAMOND™ Commercial Drysuits were for designed
commercial divers who need to be dry, warm and productive.
This extra productivity comes from the “raglan” sleeves that are
almost twice as wide as normal drysuit sleeves where they are
attached to the upper torso of the suit.
The resulting freedom of movement means that the entire
upper shoulder area is able to move without having to
stretch 5 or 6 mm of neoprene every time the diver
moves his arms or shoulders. This can make a diver
15% to 25% more productive and efficient.
The BLUE DIAMOND™ Commercial Drysuit is constructed
of 5.5 mm commercial grade neoprene covered in a super
abrasion resistant fabric known as “small diamond”. The
neoprene is warm and tough and will out last all competitors.
SEASOFT also put its famous STEALTH™ boots on the BLUE DIAMOND™
Commercial Drysuit. These boots have an elevated heel and real
orthotics, they don’t just look like athletic footwear, they are! They have
an elevated heel and orthotics! Also included are 3.5 mm push through
reinforced wrist seals and a 3.5 mm neoprene tuck style neck seal for
comfort, warmth and dryness.
You will find up to 10 feet fewer seams; this means a drier and
stronger suit. The Si-Tech™ exhaust valves are not installed until the
suit is ordered so the commercial diver can have the final say over
placement. SEASOFT’s BLUE DIAMOND™ Commercial Drysuit, the
perfect suit for the hardworking commercial diver – an affordable,
comfortable, productive, warm and long lasting drysuit.
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SEASOFT DRYSUIT CHART
(5.5 mm)

TX3
(3.5 mm)

TX
(4.5 mm)

Ti 3000
(3.5 mm)

Ti 5000
(5 mm)

XV-4
(4 mm)

Temperature Ra�ng (No Undergarment)

50�-70�F

55�-80�F

50�-70�F

45�-70�F

40�-60�F

55�-75�F

Temperature Ra�ng (ALASKA™ Undergarment)

32�-60�F

35�-65�F

32�-60�F

32�-60�F

32�-60�F

40�-65�F

250 �.

180 �.

180 �.

350 �.

350 �.

180 �.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Features & Beneﬁts:

Depth Ra�ng

BLUE DIAMOND

Titanium Flake Foil Technology™
Ti STEALTH™ Athle�c Footwear
Ortho�cs & Arch Support

✓
✓

Ti-Zip Superseal™ Self-Entry Across Back
Drysuit Inﬂator Hose
YKK Brass Zipper
Si-Tech Valves
Fewest Seams Possible
RAGLAN™ Sleeves
3.5 mm STRETCHTEX Seals™
CUSTOM Available

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Includes DELUXE Suspender Package
One Large Pocket with Stainless D-ring
Exhaust valve on Forearm
Wrist Seal Skin OUT (for rollover sealing)
Wrist Seal Skin IN (for pressure sealing)
Heavy Duty SHARKSKIN Kneepads
Small Diamond Exterior Fabric

✓
✓
✓

DINA-HIDE™ Exterior Fabric
Tough, Quick-dry SMOOTHSKIN™ Fabric

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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High Quality Nylon 2-Sided
Compressed Neoprene
Semi-Compressed Neoprene
Amount of Stretch 1-10 (10 being most stretch)

✓
✓
10
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CLEAN AND CARE ACCESSORIES
ZIPPER LUBES:
One thing you want to maintain with your drysuit is the zipper, no matter which type you choose. They
are very, very EXPENSIVE to replace. They are labor intensive, and a lot of skill is required to do it right.
Taking care of your zipper is more economical than replacing it so here is what we recommend.
For a BRASS ZIPPER: SEASOFT SEABEE™ Natural Beeswax Zipper Lube contains natural oils that make
opening and closing any zipper easy. It protects the zipper in ways other lubricants can’t. SEABEE™ is
actually made of three oils; bees know what they are doing. These oils lubricate and protect your zipper.
For Ti-ZIP™ Zippers: SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ Pure Silicone Grease - All silicone greases are not created
equal. Pure silicone grease is a combination of silicone oil (polydimethylsiloxane) and an important
silicate. This is critical because these two create a catalyst for absorption. You want silicone oil to be
absorbed into the zipper and ABSI-LUBE™ does the best job of assisting in this process. Less expensive
silicone greases, with fillers, focus on quantity over quality. SEASOFT’s ABSI-LUBE™, the same silicone
grease used by NASA™ is the best silicone grease you can purchase and use today. Do not settle for
greases of lesser quality. Why should you?
Bruce’s Tip: “ABSI-LUBE™ is absorbed easily, put a tiny dab on your palm and rub it between your hands
like hand lotion. It will be gone in a few minutes; like hand lotion. Poor quality silicone grease will have
a “Crisco”, greasy feeling and take far longer to absorb.”

SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™
When your drysuit begins to smell it is time for SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ Enzymatic Cleaner. Lemon GrenAIDE™
does three things:
1. It’s an enzymatic cleaner; this means that the enzymes in Lemon GrenAIDE™ will “eat” the bacteria in your drysuit
that cause those nasty odors till they are gone!
2. It’s a shampoo with gentle detergents that clean your drysuit and
remove oils, dead skin and other debris; makes your suit “like new” again.
3. Deodorizes your drysuit with our “secret formula” of 15% REAL lemon
juice and lemon oil! Lemon juice is a natural disinfectant and antibacterial.
It will leave your suit smelling fresh and clean.
Convenience is important and Lemon GrenAIDE™ is engineered to
be used in “h-e” front load as well as newer top load washing machines
on the gentle cycle. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendation
for whatever you wash. You simply use Lemon GrenAIDE™ instead of your
normal detergent.

SEASOFT’s Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™
Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™ leaves out the shampoo, that regular Lemon GrenAIDE™ has, and gives you an extra kick of
enzymes and lemon fragrance. Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™ is amazingly useful for killing off those odors WHILE you are
actually diving your drysuit. Just spray it on and wherever it makes contact it will begin to immediately kill the bacteria
and fills the air with the luscious aroma of real lemons.
Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™, for those times you just can’t wash your suit but you want to wear it anyway.
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SEASOFT MAINTENANCE SERVICES
There usually comes a time in the life of all drysuits where you need service performed on your drysuit. Your service
interval may vary depending on the:
• How thoroughly you lubricate and care for the zipper
• Exposure to high temperatures
• How thoroughly you dry your suit after diving
• Amount of contact with abrasive surfaces
• How thoroughly you rinse your suit after diving
• How much weight you lose or gain
• Whether valves are frequently rinsed and cleaned
• Whether you pull your seals on or off correctly
• How much exposure your suit has to direct sunlight

• Silt density
• Exposure to extremely cold temperatures
• Whether you hang your suit upside down to dry
• Water conditions,
• Accidental damage to the suit
• Number of dives
• Whether you pull your boots on and off correctly
• NOT covering any seams with AQUASEAL™

Here are some of the services we offer and the usual service intervals where those services are performed.
SERVICE:

WHEN:

1. Replace neck and wrist seals:

There may come a time, usually after 200 - 300 dives where you have may
want to replace one or both.

2. Clean brass zipper:

The gaps between the teeth in a brass zipper eventually start to fill up with wax and
debris over a long period of time, typically 75 - 100 dives. To make your brass zipper
last longer and you WANT to make it last longer you can have it cleaned. SEASOFT
has invented a proprietary way to really clean your drysuit of wax and debris and
polish the brass so that your zipper performs like it is almost new again.

3. Replace YKK Brass™
or Ti-Zip Zipper™:

4. Replace your Si-Tech™
Valves:

At some point it is possible that your zipper will fail, this usually
occurs after 500 dives, but can occur after 300 or after 1,000. It is
the one moving part of a drysuit. SEASOFT will remove the old
zipper panel and replace it with a new one and do it right. Nobody
knows your suit better than we do and we normally charge far less
than others. Do NOT let inexperienced people replace your zipper!
In the old days valves were designed to be opened and serviced
but now other than removing them and rinsing them in hot water they are designed
to be replaced after 150 - 300 dived depending on the severity of your local
temperatures and conditions. When you notice ANY aberration in performance it is
time to replace them. Since valves provide you with buoyancy control it is imperative
that you pay attention to what they are telling you and at 300 dives it is simply
prudent to replace them.

The above are the most common services SEASOFT is asked to perform but we also can:
• Reduce neck and wrist seals
• KEVLAR™ butt pads
• Replace suspenders
• Perform alterations

• Clean and deodorize suits
• Repair holes and tears
• Add pockets
• Replace drysuit hoses

• Replace boots and kneepads
• Perform leak tests
• Change boots
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